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SUBJECT:  Student's "container house" on display Wednesday (June 4)
WHAT:  Fifth-year Cal Poly architecture student Chrissie Beavis will
display a full-size prototype of her proposal for a mobile living unit
built into a metal shipping container -- a project she calls "Contained
Mobility."
WHERE:  The lawn in front of the university's Dexter Building.
WHEN:  Beavis will be showing and working on her containerized home 1-5
p.m. Wednesday and periodically through Friday (June 6).
WHY:  "The metal containers are everywhere and are such a resource to
solve problems," Beavis said.  "I've envisioned my adaptation of the
containers to be pressed into use anywhere in the world because they
are designed to be sturdy and shipped under extremely harsh conditions.
The scope of their use could be for migrant worker housing, urgent
disaster relief shelters, livable space for refugees, as a command
post, or even furnished nicely as a house on a ranch setting. I see the
container's greatest value as being reusable, not just recyclable."
BACKGROUND:  The idea for the project germinated while Beavis, of
Ridgecrest, was interning and working at architecture and design-build
firms and the architectural fabrication firm South Park Fabricators in
San Francisco.  She saw other shipping containers adapted for living,
with windows cut in the sides.  She conceived her own, enhanced design
last fall, received a 16-foot-by-8-foot shipping container in December,
and has been fitting it out for the past six months.
DESCRIPTION:  The concept is to keep a design that can be stacked like
containers for easy shipping and opened in a few minutes by one person,
but to expand the container's interior space with room "cubes" that
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quickly slide out on tracks.  The prototype bathroom cube folds up
daily to save space.  The interior of the unit is foldable and
portable.  Containers could be combined and stacked in a multiple-unit
complex.
VALUE:  Beavis's advisor, Architecture Professor Laura Joines-Novotny,
said "This is a demonstration of how architects are truly contributors
to society. This project is taking care of issues of sustainability and
affordability in housing. It is a future vision for modular and
affordable housing, and is extremely well thought out. My opinion is
this project has far-reaching applications and greatly demonstrates how
beauty and function intertwine, like the pearl within the oyster
shell."
ART:  A combination graphic-photograph of the "Contained Mobility"
concept is available from Bob Anderson in Public Affairs at (805)
756-1511 or banderso@calpoly.edu.
CONTACT:  Reporters, photographers and film crews are welcome to
examine the project Wednesday afternoon on Dexter Lawn.  Reporters can
contact Chrissie Beavis directly at (805) 545-7680 or
cbeavis@calpoly.edu
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